
GAME: Follow the Leader (Younger 
Children)

Say: Abram was a great leader, but he was also a great 
follower.  Today we are going to play a game where we 
need to learn to follow.

Chose one student to be a leader.  The other students 
should form a single line behind the leader.  They are the 
followers.  They should do everything that the leader does 
and follow in every footstep where the leader goes.  For
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Use this game to teach children about being good 
followers and leaders. 



example, if the leader walks while swinging his or her arms 
wide, then the followers should do the same.  Give several 
children a chance to be the leader as time allows. 

Connect the game with how Abram followed wherever God 
led him in whatever way he led him.  Abram did not know 
where he was going nor could he see what the future held, 
but he followed.  In life we have a chance to be a leader.  It 
is important to know how to be a good leader.  However, in 
most situations it is more important to learn how to be a 
good follower.  How can we support our leaders?  And, if 
we are a leader, we must still know how to follow God as 
our ultimate leader and example.  

Optional:  Play the same game except blindfold all of the 
followers.  Then provide a rope for all of the kids to grab 
onto so they know where they are going.  The leader can 
take them to a special place. 
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License Agreement: © 2020.  All rights reserved.  All items offered by Ellen 
Ombati and the Acacia Corner are copyrighted works of Ellen Ombati. With a 
single license, the purchaser had full rights to use this product with his or her 
own students at school, church or home, including copying and distributing.  
Please do not copy, share or distribute this product to other teachers, or 
schools without first getting written permission from the author.  Selling 
this product as your own  is strictly prohibited.  Additional licenses may be 
obtained at The Acacia Corner.  Thank you for your understanding.  

For more activities to go with this lesson 
please see my Love Bookmark Freebies.  

Students can make a bookmark to remind 
themselves and others to love other 

including their neighbor, family and church.
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